
Effects of Romance

 When you romance you spouse, men respond with greater affection toward their 
wives and confidence in their role. Women respond by desiring greater sexual intimacy

and exhibiting love towards their husband.

Romance leads to 96% of 
women to want to be sexually 

intimate
Romance leads to94%  of men
increased confidence in their role 

as a husband
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Dating vs. Married

Challenges to Romance

Romance means different things to husbands and 
wives. More than 50% of men desire physical 

pursuit, yet this has the lowest rating for wives.
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What is Romance?

 Less than 7% of spouses feel more romanced now than when they were dating. 
Husbands and wives experience the same trend of being less romantic after 

being married.

There are different drains on romance in marriage as the years go on 
Work issues top the list for newlyweds, but decrease with time. Energy and lack of 

ideas on how to romance your spouse rise as you reach 15, 20, 30 years of marriage. 
Kids take the cake for the midrange. Regardless of years married, financial 

constraints was the most-reported hindrance on romance. 

Some challenges are unavoidable, but let's remove barriers to 
romance. We can equip you with lots of little to no-cost ideas on how 

to romance your spouse! Some challenges are unavoidable

Valentine's Day

 Excitement for Valentine's Day varies, and most folks have a modest appreciation for
it. With each passing year of marriage, Valentine's Day becomes more important to 

husbands and less important to wives.

A word to wives: While Valentine's Day may not be as magical to you as when you 
were dating, chances are that your husband would appreciate the extra effort as you 

journey throughout your marriage.

A survey based on 357 married men and women.
From ONE Extraordinary Marriage, San Diego, California, USA.

Tip: If you are the wife, there's a 55% chance he wants to be pursued physically

10 Date Night Ideas

Address the romance gap in your 
marriage by getting to know how 
your spouse most feels romanced!

However, each gender thinks that they romance their spouse more 
than they feel romanced by their spouse.
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17%
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76%
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GET TO KNOW HOW YOUR PARTNER 
FEELS ROMANCE!
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https://oneextraordinarymarriage.com/10-date-ideas/



